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SELECTED ACHIEVEMENTS:








Implemented strategies to increase the focus on commercialization of new products and achieve 10% of revenue from new products by
2010 by identifying customer needs and bridging product gaps.
Recognized for providing comprehensive financial analysis that supported a plant consolidation and US/Mexico footprint study.
Designed a template/tool that streamlined operational input from Advanced Engineering Platform and enabled quick review of program rollups and accurate details for business units.
Developed cost models for wire harnesses, back panels, and seat heaters that were based on detailed benchmarking exercises and on-site time
motion studies.
Led supplier negotiations to successfully obtain an agreement to benchmark cost model.
Significantly reduced commodity spending, developed market understanding for quoting, reduced SKUs, and created optimum cost-effective
products.
Employed detailed understanding of product and processes for numerous business units to develop a cost and transfer price for complex front
seat structures.

AUTOCORP COMPONENTS, Saline, MI
Business Planning Restructuring and Implementation Manager, 2007
Next Gen Platform Manufacturing Engineer, 2002-2007

2002 to 2007

M

Engaged in a wide range of activities focused on restructuring and business planning expertly develop cost pr
sals, devised transfer plans,
significantly cut costs, and supported future business initiatives. Applied Manufa
ineering exp ise to ex te numerous high-profile
initiatives.

SELECTED ACHIEVEMENTS:
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Authored cost proposal and successfully gained approval fro enior xecutives fo
nding to restructure plant to reach goals for a
competitive, sustainable, and saleable entity.
Developed a compressive plan for transfer of interior busine hat increased overall pl nt capac by 50%.
Earned recognition for identifying $3 million in annual net sav
Devised strategies to significantly reduce costs, mi mize ind ct labor, and increase aterial handling efficiencies by optimizing product
placement, point-of-use materials, and plant-wide m rial flo
Delivered expert cost bid analysis in support of aggress pursuit o
re business
engaging in a global market test for facilities tooling
and labor costs.
Obtained and implemented $4 million in facilities to succ fully launch redesigned product.
Managed cross-functional launch c
tion team com sed of product developers, product and equipment suppliers, and vehicle
operations to successfully launch panel assem
at Job # arget.
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EDUCATION

WAGNER STATE COLLEGE, Detroit, M 2006
MS, Engineering Management
LAKELAND UNIVERSITY, Bethlehem, PA, 2
BS, Industrial Engineering
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Engineering Management Master’s Leadership Program

TECHNICAL SKILLS
SAP, HFM, Microsoft Office Suite, AutoCAD, 8D Problem Solving Methodology

